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Section 1 Cover Page-Last Para is revised to read as,  

 

“Comparative evaluation is NOT a lowest price technically acceptable (LPTA) or trade-off process. Prospective offers must 

still meet basic standards for responsibility at FAR 9.104 and solicitation compliance to be eligible for award. We intend to 

award a contract based on initial quotations, without holding discussions, although we may hold discussions with companies if there 

is a need to do so”.  

 

Section 4- Sub Sections (a, b and c) are revised with the following, 

 
The Government intends to establish a single indefinite quantity contract that includes a one-year base year plus four (4) 12-month 

options, resulting from this solicitation to the responsible contractor whose quotation conforms to the solicitation and represents the 

best value to the Government, price and other factors considered utilizing FAR 13 Comparative Evaluation..   

 

This selection process will utilize FAR 13 procedures.  

 

After preliminary consideration of all offers, the Department will no longer consider offers that do not meet basic standards 

to be eligible for award.  The offers that remain will be subject to a comparative evaluation. 

 

The preliminary evaluation process shall include the following: 

 

COMPLIANCE REVIEW.  The Government will perform an initial review of proposals/quotations received to determine 

completeness and compliance with the terms of the solicitation.  The Government may reject as unacceptable proposals/quotations 

that do not conform to the solicitation. 

 

Comparative Evaluation 

 

A comparative evaluation will be performed in accordance with FAR 13.106-2(b)(3). A comparative evaluation is defined as the act 

of comparing two or more offers in response to the RFP. The item-by-item comparison is performed by comparing each offer to 

directly to one another to determine which provides the best value to the Department utilizing technical, past performance criteria 

and price as described below. This is NOT a low price technically acceptable or trade-off process.  

 

Evaluation Criteria 

 

Technical: Technical will be evaluated on the basis of a direct comparison to other offers to discern if there is any kind of technical 

quality superiority that would support an award to a higher priced offer.   Technical discriminators by requirement may include: 

 

Minimum Technical Requirements non-price/quality discriminators 

Portage of cellphone numbers 

Requires efficient portage of all current cellphone numbers to 

the contractor’s system with the least amount of down time on 

each cellphone number.  

Cellphone numbers that will be dedicated for use by the U.S. 

Embassy so that the last 4 digits would be different with no 

additional charge for use of those numbers. 

Calls within Pakistan 

24-hour coverage greater than 90% local network coverage 

around Islamabad, Karachi, Lahore, and Peshawar with special 

consideration to all urban areas and main traffic routes. Latest 

technology as proxy for call quality/reception pre 4G/4G/ 5G etc. 

International Calls 24-hour coverage for international connectivity with the USA, all 

European countries, and all other worldwide countries that 

telephone services are available 
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International Roaming Voice and Data 

International roaming connectivity for voice and data, with the 

special interest of the Government for roaming within the 

following countries:  

1. USA  

2. Canada  

3. China  

4. France  

5. Germany  

6. Japan  

7. Mexico  

8. Netherlands  

9. United Kingdom  

10. Australia  

11. Singapore  

12. Thailand  

13. Maldives  

14. Vietnam  

15. Any other countries or regions with service with special 

interest on discounted rates for the USA.  

 

Pricing for  
1 Voice usage per minute  

2 Sent text usage per SMS message  

3 Received text message per SMS message  

4 Data Usage per MB  

 

Data roaming packages consisting of 3 tiers for the identified 

countries above. Pricing should be indicated for each package.  

1. 5GB  

2. 10GB  

3. 15GB 

SMS Messaging National and International 
Access to around the clock SMS messaging. 

24-Hour Customer Service 

The Contractor shall provide both dedicated billing support 

and technical support for the business portal, additional lines, 

roaming questions, number changes, lost or stolen telephone 

reporting, and all other matters concerning the mobile 

telephone services through the Contractor’s Project Manager. 

Detailed Billing of Calls Made 
Billing as per Section-1 Sub Section 1.10 

DATA SERVICES, MIFI/WINGLES 

Tiers of data pools for the Embassy Group to manage for its 

voice lines. The Embassy will determine which is the 

appropriate tier for the Embassy and can change tiers or add on 

additional data from month to month as needed. The provided 

tiers of data shall be for only packages for mifi devices as 

necessary. All sims should have the ability to suspend and 

reactivate as needed rather than always replacing SIMS.. 

Business Portal 
Business Portal should be as per Section-1 Sub Section 1.8 

 


